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Abstract

In this paper, we propose the Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System for the disas-
ter countermeasures headquarters at the time of large-scale natural disaster. This Real-time Disaster
Damage Information Sharing System consists of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application,
the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application, and the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management
Site. The Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application and the Post Damage Picture Facebook Ap-
plication are the disaster prevention support systems for posting the damage picture to the Web-GIS
Disaster Information Management Site installed in the disaster countermeasures headquarters in real
time from the disaster sites. The Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site is the disaster
prevention support system for managing various damage situation based on Web-GIS. By this sys-
tem, the disaster countermeasures headquarters can grasp the damage situation by large-scale natural
disaster in real time. This enables quick and accurately response to the disaster sites or the refugees.

Keywords: Smartphone Application, Facebook Application, Large-Scale Natural Disaster, Disas-
ter Countermeasures Headquarters

1 Introduction

There are extremely-numerous natural disasters in Japan, such as earthquakes, typhoons and volcanic
eruptions. The Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 2011 caused a great deal of damage in East
Japan. In preparation for large-scale natural disaster, Cabinet Office constructed the Comprehensive Dis-
aster Prevention Information System [4]. The Comprehensive Disaster Prevention Information System is
a large scale system for the government grasping the disaster situations at an early stage, and supporting
quick and accurately decision-making. Disaster prevention information is shared as geographical space
information between the disaster relevant organizations. Early grasping of the disaster situations are
expected in estimating earthquake damage automatically based on observation seismic intensity infor-
mation or statistical information immediately after the occurrence of an earthquake disaster. The damage
estimation result is utilized for judgment of establishment of the disaster countermeasures headquarters
etc. Moreover, the government can grasp visually the damage situation and activity situation which are
reported from the relevant organizations on a map. These disaster information is shared by concerned
government ministries meeting. However, since the Comprehensive Disaster Prevention Information
System of Cabinet Office has spent the immense budget, cost effectiveness is regarded as questionable
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from various quarters [6, 5]. Moreover, since this system is not in cooperation with the local govern-
ment, it cannot share information densely with as cities, towns and villages. Then, we focused on the
disaster prevention system for the disaster countermeasures headquarters at the time of large-scale nat-
ural disaster. We find out various issues at the time of large-scale natural disaster, and are constructing
the practical information system. When large-scale natural disaster like the Great East Japan Earthquake
occurs, the municipal employees and fire corps volunteers are obligated to report the damage situation
of the disaster sites to the disaster countermeasures headquarters [16]. The municipal employees photo
the damage situation with a digital camera, and bring the damage picture data back to the disaster coun-
termeasures headquarters. Therefore, the disaster countermeasures headquarters spends much time on
grasp of the damage situation. Spending much time on grasp of the damage situation causes the problem
that it cannot respond promptly in an emergency. Moreover, the disaster countermeasures headquarters
uses the paper-based disaster countermeasure map in order to confirm the damage positions. However,
it is difficult for the all involved of the disaster countermeasures headquarters to share information on
this paper-based disaster countermeasure map [10, 9, 13, 14]. Then, we propose the Post Damage Pic-
ture Smartphone Application and the Post Damage Picture Facebook [1] Application for the municipal
employees and fire corps volunteers to report the damage picture directly from the disaster sites. More-
over, we propose the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site for the disaster countermeasures
headquarters to grasp the damage situation in real time.

In the followings, the purpose of this research is descried in section 2. System configuration and
architecture of our proposed the Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System are explained
in section 3 and section 4, respectively. The Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application, the Post
Damage Picture Facebook Application, and the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site which
constitute the Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System are described in section 5. Use-
fulness and operability evaluation of the Disaster Information Sharing System is described in section 6.
Finally, the conclusion and future work are summarized in section 7.

2 Purpose of This Research

We propose the ”Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System” for real time to grasp the
damage situation in large-scale disaster developmental time. Our proposal the Real-time Disaster Dam-
age Information Sharing System consists of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application, the Post
Damage Picture Facebook Application, and the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site. Pre-
viously, the disaster countermeasures headquarters spent much time on grasp of the damage situation.
Then, in this research, we construct the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application and the Post Dam-
age Picture Facebook Application which can post the damage picture in real time to the disaster counter-
measures headquarters from the disaster sites. When posting the damage picture from both applications,
geographical tag information is automatically added to the damage picture.

Furthermore, in this research, we construct the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site
for visualizing the damage picture on Web-GIS [8, 7]. The damage picture posted to the Application
Server from the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application or the Post Damage Picture Facebook
Application is stored in the Database Server. Then, the damage picture registered into the Database
Server is automatically mapped on the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site.

The municipal employees and fire corps volunteers can report the damage picture to the disaster coun-
termeasures headquarters from the disaster sites, by the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application
and the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application. Therefore, the municipal employees and fire corps
volunteers can save time and effort which returns to the municipal employees and fire corps volunteers,
in order to report damage situation. Furthermore, the disaster countermeasures headquarters can grasp
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the damage picture and disaster position which were posted from the Post Damage Picture Smartphone
Application or the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application in real time on the Web-GIS Disaster
Information Management Site. Moreover, the all involved of the disaster countermeasures headquarters
can share the damage situation on the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site.

3 System Configuration

The system configuration of this research is shown in Figure 1. This system consists of the Post Damage
Picture Agent, the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Agent, the Application Server, and the
Database Server.

Figure 1: System Configuration

(A) The Post Damage Picture Agent
At the time of large-scale natural disaster, the Post Damage Picture Agent posts the damage picture,
such as collapsed houses and road damage, to the Application Server. The Post Damage Picture
Agent assumes the municipal employees and fire corps volunteers. Moreover, general population
can also post the damage picture. The Post Damage Picture Agent can post the damage picture
from dedicated the Smartphone Application or the Facebook Application.

(B) The Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Agent
The Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Agent browses and edits Web-GIS by which the
damage picture was mapped. This agent has the date search function, the map search function,
and the route guidance function, etc. The disaster countermeasures headquarters can grasp various
disaster situations in real time by this agent.

(C) The Application Server
The Application Server receives the damage picture data posted from the Post Damage Picture
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Agent. Then, the damage picture data is stored in the Damage Picture Storage Database Server for
Public Users or the Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Municipal Employees.

(D) The Database Server
The Database Sever consists of the Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Public Users
and the Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Municipal Employees. The damage picture
data posted from general population is stored in the Damage Picture Storage Database Server for
Public Users. On the other hand, the damage picture data posted from the municipal employees
or fire corps volunteers is stored in the Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Municipal
Employees.

4 System Architecture

The system architecture of this research is shown in Figure 2. Each agent’s module composition is
described below.

Figure 2: System Architecture

The Post Damage Picture Agent (Smartphone Application) consists of App Read Manager, Camera
Control Manager, Gallery Control Manager, Position Information Read Manager, Position Information
Processing Manager, EXIF Write Manager, and Asynchronous Send Manager. App Read Manager has
the function to start camera application or gallery application according to a user’s action. Camera
Control Manager has the function to pass EXIF Read Manager the destination place of the damage picture
taken with camera application. Gallery Control Manager has the function to pass EXIF Read Manager
the destination place of the damage picture selected with gallery application. Position Information Read
Manager has the function to acquire the position information written in the EXIF file of the damage
picture. Position Information Processing Manager has the function to determine the position information
of the damage picture. EXIF Write Manager has the function to writes the position information of the
damage picture in an EXIF file. Asynchronous Send Manager has the function to transmit the damage
picture to the Application Server by asynchronous communication.

The Post Damage Picture Agent (Facebook Application) consists of Facebook Management Man-
ager, Mapping Control Processing Manager, and Information Input Manager. Facebook Management
Manager has the function to manage login and the post to the Facebook. Mapping Control Processing
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Manager has the function to set up the position information of the damage picture. Information Input
Manager has the function to add a comment to the damage picture.

The Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Manager consists of Thumbnail Manager, Image
View Manager, Calendar Information Manager, Image Information Edit Manager, Mapping Control Pro-
cessing Manager, and Image Information File Read Manager. Thumbnail Manager has the function to
displays the thumbnail of the damage picture posted from the Post Damage Picture Agent. Image View
Manager has the function to enlarge the selected picture. Calendar Information Manager has the func-
tion to manage the damage picture posted from the Post Damage Picture Agent for every date. Image
Information Edit Manager has the function to delete the damage picture stored in the Database Server.
Mapping Control Processing Manager has the function to displays the position information of the dam-
age picture posted from the Post Damage Picture Agent on a map. Image Information File Read Manager
has the function to acquire the picture path, the date information, and position information which were
stored in the JSON file.

The Application Server consists of Image Information File Create Manager, EXIF Read Manager,
Image Save Manager, and Database Edit Manager. Image Information File Create Manager has the
function to writes the picture path, date information, and position information of the damage picture
which were registered into the Database Server in the JSON file. EXIF Read Manager has the function
to read the date information and position information written in the EXIF file of the damage picture.
Image Save Manager has the function to save the damage picture posted from the Post Damage Picture
Agent. Database Edit Manager has the function to edit the data stored in the database.

The Database Server consists of Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Municipal Employees
and Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Public Users. The picture which the municipal employ-
ees and fire corps volunteers posted from the Post Damage Picture Agent is stored in Damage Picture
Storage Database Server for Municipal Employees. And, the picture which general population posted
from the Post Damage Picture Agent is stored in Damage Picture Storage Database Server for Public
Users.

5 The Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System

In this section, the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application, the Post Damage Picture Facebook
Application, and the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site of the ”Real-time Disaster Damage
Information Sharing System” are described.

5.1 The Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

We developed the Smartphone Application as a tool for posting the damage picture in real time to the
Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site at the time of large-scale natural disaster. The prototype
of this Smartphone Application is shown in Figure 3. The operating procedure of this Smartphone
Application is as follows.

(1) Step1. After an initial screen displays, ”Take a Photo” and ”Select Galley” are selected.

(2) Step2. When ”Take a Photo” is selected, the damage picture is taken from camera application.
When ”Select Galley” is selected, the damage picture saved at gallery application is selected.

(3) Step3. The marker of the photography position displayed on the map is confirmed. When an error
is in the position of a marker, the position is corrected by dragging a marker.
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(4) Step4. The damage picture is posted to the Application Server by pushing a ”Post” button after
decision of the position.

Figure 3: The Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

As shown in Figure 4, the damage picture posted from the Smartphone Application is transmitted
to the Application Server. Then, the damage picture is mapped to the Web-GIS Disaster Information
Management Site in real time from the Application Server. In this research, in order to attain decentral-
ization of the system device at the time of large-scale natural disaster, the Application Server is installed
in Osaka University and Ibaraki University. Thereby, even when large-scale natural disaster occurs, it
becomes possible to continuous use this system.

Figure 4: The Flow of Real-time Mapping

The sequence of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5
shows the sequence until a user posts the damage picture to the Application Server from the Smartphone
Application and is mapped on the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site. A user accesses the
Smartphone Application and takes a picture or selects a picture. Next, a user requests to the Google server
and acquires map information. Then, a user sends a picture to the Application Server. The Application
Server registers the sent picture information into the database.
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Figure 5: The sequence of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

5.2 The Post Damage Picture Facebook Application

We also developed the Facebook Application as a tool for posting the damage picture in real time to the
Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site at the time of large-scale natural disaster. The prototype
(PC version and Mobile version) of this Facebook Application is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The
operating procedure of this Facebook Application is as follows.

Figure 6: The Post Damage Picture Facebook Application (PC version)

(1) Step1. Click a ”Choose File” button, and it selects the picture to post.

(2) Step2. The position information of picture is displayed as a marker on a map. The marker of the
photography position displayed on the map is confirmed. When there is no error of the position
of a marker, a ”Decision of this position” button is clicked. When an error is in the position of a
marker, the position is corrected by dragging a marker.

(3) Step3. Information is inputted into a comment field when adding a comment to the picture.
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(4) Step4. The damage picture is posted by Application Server by pushing a ”POST” button.

Figure 7: The Post Damage Picture Facebook Application (Mobile version)

The sequence of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8
shows the sequence until a user posts the damage picture to the Application Server from the Facebook
Application and is mapped on the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site. After login to Face-
book, a user requests to the Google server and acquires map information. Then, a user sends a picture to
the Application Server. The Application Server registers the sent picture information into the database.
Furthermore, a user can post a picture to the wall of Facebook arbitrarily.

Figure 8: The sequence of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application

5.3 The Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

We constructed the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site for the disaster countermeasures
headquarters to grasp visually the damage picture on Web-GIS posted from the Post Damage Picture
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Smartphone Application and the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application. The disaster countermea-
sures headquarters can browse the damage picture posted from various disaster places on this Web-GIS
Disaster Information Management Site. The prototype of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Manage-
ment Site is shown in Figure 9. Moreover, the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site has the
following functions.

(A) Real-time Data Update Function

(B) Map Display Function

(C) Damage Picture Browsing Function

(D) Thumbnail Gallery Function

(E) Date Search Function

(F) Keyword Search Function

(G) Damage Picture Management Function

Figure 9: The Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

5.3.1 Real-time Data Update Function

At the time of large-scale natural disaster, in order to always report damage situation to the disaster coun-
termeasures headquarters quickly, we implemented the real time data update function. When the damage
picture is posted from the municipal employees and fire corps volunteers, this function registers picture
information into the database, and writes the contents in the database to the JSON file. In the disaster
countermeasures headquarters, it is possible to acquire picture information, such as collapsed houses or
road damage, by reading the JSON file. Furthermore, it communicates with the Application Server asyn-
chronously by Ajax at the time of acquisition of the JSON file. Therefore, also while communicating
with the Application Server, the disaster countermeasures headquarters can do other work on a browser.
In other words, it is the structure dynamically updated in the contents of the page, without updating a
screen.
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5.3.2 Map Display Function

Google Maps [2, 12, 15, 3] was used for Web-GIS which is main contents of this system. A marker
is displayed on a map using the longitude and latitude information of the picture acquired from the
Application Server. By click each marker displayed on Web-GIS, the picture photoed at the point is
displayed on the screen right with detailed information. Simultaneously, a map zooms in centering on
the clicked marker. Moreover, at the time of large-scale natural disaster, it is assumed that two or more
pictures are posted from the same disaster point. Therefore, clustering processing was performed in this
research. Furthermore, when two or more pictures are posted from the same disaster point, the number
of pictures is displayed within a marker. Thereby, the disaster countermeasures headquarters can confirm
easily the number of the pictures photoed at the point from the number within a marker.

5.3.3 Damage Picture Browsing Function

By clicking the picture of a marker or a thumbnail gallery, the selected damage picture is displayed on the
main screen right. When two or more damage pictures are registered into the marker on a map, the arrow
for moving to the following picture is displayed. It becomes possible to check two or more photographs
taken in the same position by clicking an arrow. The prototype of Damage Picture Browsing Function is
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Damage Picture Browsing Function

5.3.4 Thumbnail Gallery Function

As shown in Figure 11, Thumbnail Gallery Function displays the picture of the ten newest acquired from
the Application Server. If the picture of a thumbnail gallery is selected, the selected picture is enlarged
by Damage Picture Browsing Function. Furthermore, a map zooms in the photography position of the
selected picture by Map Display Function.

5.3.5 Date Search Function

By selecting ”Date Search” from the menu bar of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site,
we implemented the function which can browse the posted damage picture for every date. This function
reads the date information from the picture, and is linked to the date of the calendar. The disaster
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Figure 11: Thumbnail Gallery Function

countermeasures headquarters can confirm the damage picture taken by the selected date. Similarly, the
position information on all the damage pictures taken by the selected date is displayed as a marker on
a map. Furthermore, all the damage pictures taken by the selected date also as the thumbnail gallery
column are displayed. The prototype of Date Search Function is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Date Search Function

5.3.6 Keyword Search Function

The area search menu is displayed by selecting ”Area Search” from the menu bar of the Web-GIS Dis-
aster Information Management Site. In this function, we implemented keyword retrieval which uses the
geocoding technology of Google Maps. This function is inputting a keyword and an address into an input
box, and the map of a search position is displayed.

5.3.7 Damage Picture Management Function

As shown in Figure 13, we implemented the function in which the damage picture is manageable, sup-
posing the case where general population posts the unsuitable picture. Moreover, we also implemented
the function in which the disaster corresponding states of the local government are manageable. In Dam-
age Picture Management Function, the damage picture is deleted from the Database Server by clicking
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”Delete” button. Moreover, it is possible to manage the disaster corresponding states of the local gov-
ernment by three kinds, ”Unconfirmed”, ”Confirming”, and ”Confirmed”.

Figure 13: Damage Picture Management Function

The sequence of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site is shown in Figure 14. Figure
14 shows the sequence at the time of a user using each function on the Web-GIS Disaster Information
Management Site. A user accesses the website and requests to the Application Server. Next, a user
requests to the Google server and acquires map information. Then, a user accesses the Application
Server at regular intervals, and acquires the JSON file. Furthermore, a user requests to the Google server
and acquires marker information. Moreover, a user acquires the picture of a thumbnail gallery from the
Application Server. When a user selects the marker on Google Maps, a user acquires marker information
from the Google server. Then, a user acquires the selected picture from the Application Server, and the
selected picture is displayed on the website. When a user selects arrow, a user acquires a picture from
the Application Server by picture path, and a picture is displayed on the website. When a user selects
the picture of a thumbnail gallery, a user acquires marker information from the Google server. Then, a
user acquires the selected picture from the Application Server, and a picture is displayed on the website.
When a user selects the date from a calendar, a user acquires marker information of selected date from
the Google server. Then, a user acquires the picture of the selected date from the Application Server, and
a picture is displayed on a thumbnail gallery. When a user selects area search, the map of search area is
displayed on the website by performing geocoding.
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Figure 14: The sequence of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

6 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the usefulness and the operability of this research, the questionnaire survey was car-
ried out to 67 persons (25 municipal employees, 42 general populations). The municipal employees and
general populations actually experienced the Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System,
and evaluated the usefulness and the operability at the time of large-scale natural disaster.

6.1 The Usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

The usefulness evaluation result of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application is shown in Figure
15. About the usefulness at the time of large-scale natural disaster of the Post Damage Picture Smart-
phone Application, about 90 percent of the subject answered ”Useful” or ”Somewhat useful”. About the
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reason answered that the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application is useful, the subject answered
”This system can be used immediately in the disaster sites” or ”Since this system can correct a disaster
position, it can report the accurate information to the disaster countermeasures headquarters”. Therefore,
we were able to confirm the great usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application at the
time of large-scale natural disaster by this questionnaire survey.

Figure 15: Questionnaire on the Usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

6.2 The Operability of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

The operability evaluation result of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application is shown in Figure
16. About the operability of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application, about 70 percent of the
subject answered ”Easy” or ”Somewhat easy”. About 10 percent of the subject answered ”Difficult”
or ”Somewhat difficult”. Therefore, we were able to confirm the great operability of the Post Damage
Picture Smartphone Application by this questionnaire survey.

Figure 16: Questionnaire on the Operability of the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application

6.3 The Usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application

The usefulness evaluation result of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application is shown in Figure 17.
The usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application carried out the questionnaire survey
only to general populations. About the usefulness at the time of large-scale natural disaster of the Post
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Damage Picture Facebook Application, about 80 percent of the subject answered ”Useful” or ”Somewhat
useful”. Therefore, we were able to confirm the great usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Facebook
Application at the time of large-scale natural disaster by this questionnaire survey.

Figure 17: Questionnaire on the Usefulness of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application

6.4 The Operability of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application

The operability evaluation result of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application is shown in Figure
18. The operability of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application also carried out the questionnaire
survey only to general populations. About the operability of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Ap-
plication, about 70 percent of the subject answered ”Easy” or ”Somewhat easy”. About 10 percent of
the subject answered ”Difficult” or ”Somewhat difficult”. Therefore, we were able to confirm the great
operability of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application by this questionnaire survey.

Figure 18: Questionnaire on the Operability of the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application

6.5 The Usefulness of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

The usefulness evaluation result of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site is shown in
Figure 19. About the usefulness at the time of large-scale natural disaster of the Web-GIS Disaster
Information Management Site, about 90 percent of the subject answered ”Useful” or ”Somewhat useful”.
About the reason answered that the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site is useful, the subject
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answered ”At the time of large-scale natural disaster, it is very important that the damage picture is
mapped on this system in real time” or ”Since the damage picture is automatically mapped from Post
Damage Picture Smartphone Application or Post Damage Picture Facebook Application, it is better than
the paper based disaster countermeasure map”. Therefore, we were able to confirm the great usefulness
of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site at the time of large-scale natural disaster by this
questionnaire survey.

Figure 19: Questionnaire on the Usefulness of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

6.6 The Operability of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

The operability evaluation result of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site is shown in
Figure 20. About the operability of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site, about 70
percent of the subject answered ”Easy” or ”Somewhat easy”. About 5 percent of the subject answered
”Difficult” or ”Somewhat difficult”. Therefore, we were able to confirm the great operability of the
Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site by this questionnaire survey.

Figure 20: Questionnaire on the Operability of the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System for the disaster
countermeasures headquarters. The Real-time Disaster Damage Information Sharing System consists of
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the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application, the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application, and
the Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site. We realized the function in which the municipal
employees and fire corps volunteers can report the damage picture to the disaster countermeasures head-
quarters in real time, by the Post Damage Picture Smartphone Application and the Post Damage Picture
Facebook Application. Moreover, we realized the function in which the disaster countermeasures head-
quarters can grasp the damage picture and the disaster position which were posted from the Post Damage
Picture Smartphone Application or the Post Damage Picture Facebook Application in real time, by the
Web-GIS Disaster Information Management Site.

We were able to confirm the great usefulness and operability of the Real-time Disaster Damage Infor-
mation Sharing System by the questionnaire survey to the municipal employees and general populations.
We are discussing with two or more local governments and relevant organizations now toward the prac-
tical use of our system in the disaster countermeasures headquarters at the time of large-scale natural
disaster. In the future, we aim at construction of the Comprehensive Disaster Prevention Support System
for solving various issues at the time of large-scale natural disaster as shown in Figure 21. We expect that
suitable information transmission, rescue support, and evacuation center management will be attained at
the time of large-scale natural disaster by construction of the Comprehensive Disaster Prevention Support
System.

Figure 21: Comprehensive Disaster Prevention Support System
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